Base opening in RNA and DNA duplexes: implication for RNA stability.
The energetics of a low-energy single base opening in several RNA duplex crystal structures has been calculated and compared to DNA duplexes. Base opening in RNA appears to have an overall preference towards the major groove, similar to results previously reported for B-DNA. Movement of each of the adenine, uracil, and cytosine bases into the minor groove is blocked by a high-energy barrier due to severe close contact with neighboring bases. Guanine bases are able to open towards both grooves because of the unique orientation of the base that avoids steric clash along the opening pathway. RNA bases are found to have a substantially smaller major groove opening extent than that of their B-DNA counterparts. A comparison with base opening behavior of A-DNA duplexes suggests that this difference results from helix constraint associated with A-form backbone conformation. The reduced opening extent correlates with the RNA duplex stability and is consistent with observed slower imino proton exchange rates in RNA duplexes.